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Abstract:

We present seismic measurements of the firn column at Korff Ice Rise, 
West Antarctica, including measurements of compressional- and shear-
wave velocity and attenuation. We describe a modified spectral-ratio 
method of measuring the seismic quality factor (Q) based on analysis of 
diving waves, which enables us to characterise the attenuative structure 
of firn in greater detail than has previously been possible. The 
compressional-wave quality factor, Qp, increases from 20 ± 10 in the 
uppermost firn to 423 ± 260 between 77 and 86 m depth, and the 
shear-wave quality factor, Qs, increases from 16 ± 9 in the uppermost 
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firn to 100 ± 87 between 49 and 64 m depth. Our modified spectral-ratio 
method aids the understanding of the seismic structure of  firn and 
benefits characterisation of deeper glaciological targets, being 
particularly impactful for correcting reflection amplitudes in wide-angle 
seismic data.
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ABSTRACT. We present seismic measurements of the firn column at Korff Ice8

Rise, West Antarctica, including measurements of compressional- and shear-9

wave velocity and attenuation. We describe a modified spectral-ratio method10

of measuring the seismic quality factor (Q) based on analysis of diving waves,11

which enables us to characterise the attenuative structure of firn in greater12

detail than has previously been possible. The compressional-wave quality fac-13

tor, Qp, increases from 20 ˘ 10 in the uppermost firn to 423 ˘ 260 between 7714

and 86 m depth, and the shear-wave quality factor, Qs, increases from 16 ˘ 915

in the uppermost firn to 100 ˘ 87 between 49 and 64 m depth. Our modified16

spectral-ratio method aids the understanding of the seismic structure of firn17

and benefits characterisation of deeper glaciological targets, being particularly18

impactful for correcting reflection amplitudes in wide-angle seismic data.19

INTRODUCTION20

Investigating the structure of polar firn is important for understanding the response of glaciers and ice21

sheets to a warming climate. Modelling firn density is necessary for calculating ice sheet mass balance from22

altimetry measurements (e.g. Wingham, 2000; Alley and others, 2007); and the mechanical properties of23

firn are key to understanding processes of crevasse formation (e.g. Rist and others, 1996) and, potentially,24
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implications for ice shelf rifting and hydrofracture (e.g. Kuipers Munneke and others, 2015; Hubbard and25

others, 2016; Kulessa and others, 2019).26

Interpreting these physical properties from a seismic dataset requires wavelet velocities and amplitudes27

to be considered. Methods of measuring seismic velocity are well-developed: seismic velocity can be used28

as a proxy for density (Kohnen, 1972) and can be used to estimate the thickness of the firn column (e.g.29

Hollmann and others, 2021). Combined estimates of compressional (P) and shear (S) wave velocities can30

also be used to evaluate mechanical properties such as Poisson’s ratio (King and Jarvis, 2007) and elastic31

moduli (Schlegel and others, 2019). In contrast, tools for measuring seismic amplitude loss, including32

that resulting from anelastic attenuation, are less well developed. In glaciological settings, geometrical33

spreading accounts for the largest part of amplitude loss (Smith, 2007), however attenuation losses are34

an important consideration. Attenuation is caused by both intrinsic mechanisms (elastic wave energy35

conversion) and apparent mechanisms (e.g., tuning and scattering); their combined effect is measured36

using the dimensionless seismic quality factor, or Q.37

Measuring Q is desirable for two main reasons. The first is that correcting for attenuation through firn38

is an essential part of many glaciological measurements of seismic amplitude. These include amplitude-39

versus-offset measurements, which are important for identifying glacial substrates (e.g. Peters and others,40

2007; Peters and others, 2008; Booth and others, 2012; Booth and others, 2016, Horgan and others, 2021),41

as well as normal-incidence methods (e.g. Smith, 1997; Muto and others, 2019). However, current methods42

of measuring attenuation do not take into account the complex attenuative structure of firn, and often rely43

on the presence of multiple reflections from the bed, which are not always present with a sufficient signal-44

to-noise ratio (e.g. Dow and others, 2013; Muto and others, 2019). Second, because Q is influenced by the45

physical properties of the propagating medium, measuring it has the potential to give further insight into46

the physical structure of firn. For example, the relationship between the compressional- and shear-wave47

quality factors and velocities in sands has been observed to be influenced by fluid saturation (Prasad and48

Meissner, 1992), so measuring Q in firn may have implications for characterising firn hydrology. Recent49

observations of complex firn structure (Hollmann and others, 2021) and large ice lenses within the firn50

column (Hubbard and others, 2016) highlight the need for continued in-situ characterisation of firn and51

improvement of existing methods.52

While the continuous increase in seismic velocity with depth enables the velocity-depth structure to53

be measured in detail by relatively simple methods such as Wiechert-Herglotz inversion (Herglotz, 1907;54
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Wiechert, 1910; Slichter, 1932), constraining the attenuation structure is less straightforward. However,55

advances in glaciological seismic acquisition (e.g. Voigt and others, 2013) make Q analyses increasingly fea-56

sible. In this paper, we present a novel method of measuring the depth-dependence of Q from diving waves57

(downgoing direct waves continuously refracted back towards the surface), combining Wiechert-Herglotz58

inversion with spectral ratio measurements. We apply the method to data from Korff Ice Rise, West59

Antarctica, providing a more complete description of the firn’s attenuative structure than has previously60

been possible. Ours are the first measurements of the shear-wave quality factor in firn that we know of.61

METHODS62

The seismic quality factor63

As a seismic wave propagates, it loses energy in three generic ways: geometric spreading, partial reflection64

at interfaces, and by conversion of kinetic energy to heat due to the internal friction of the propagating65

medium. The lattermost is termed seismic attenuation, and is quantified using a dimensionless quality66

factor Q. Q is proportional to the fractional energy loss per wave cycle (Aki and Richards, 2002; Sheriff67

and Geldart, 1995), with higher Q materials associated with more efficient propagation. A wide range of68

P-wave quality factors (Qp) have been measured in both polar ice sheets and mountain glaciers; field-based69

measurements have ranged from Qp “ 6˘1 in warm ice (Gusmeroli and others, 2010), to Qp ą 500 in cold70

polar ice (Bentley and Kohnen, 1976). A dependence of Qp on temperature has been demonstrated both71

in the laboratory (Kuroiwa, 1994), and in the field (Peters and others, 2012, using a method by Dasgupta72

and Clark, 1998). Clee and others (1969) measured both Qp and the shear-wave quality factor, Qs, in73

ice near its melting point, and obtained Qp{Qs „ 3. However, to the authors’ best knowledge no other74

measurements of Qs in glacial ice or firn have been reported.75

Attenuation measurements have been made across various depth ranges, with some authors measuring76

Q over the entire ice column from the spectra of pairs of primary/multiple reflections (e.g. Robin, 1958;77

Bentley, 1971; Jarvis and King, 1993; Booth and others, 2012). Others have measured Q within narrower78

depth ranges, either by using strong basal and englacial reflections (e.g. Jarvis and King, 1993, Peters and79

others, 2012) or by measuring the amplitude decay of the direct P wave in a vertical seismic profile (Booth80

and others, 2020). Qp has been measured in the uppermost ice of a snow-free glacier (Gusmeroli and81

others, 2010), and at a single depth at the base of the firn column (Peters, 2009); however little attention82

has been paid to the depth-dependence of attenuation at intermediate depths in the firn column, and so83
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far measurements of the shear wave attenuation properties of firn are absent. Measurements of Qp and84

Qs are therefore desirable to provide further insight into the structure of the firn itself, and improve the85

capacity for shear-wave measurement that is extended by 3-component seismic acquisitions.86

In this study, we combine measurements of continuously refracted seismic waves with those from basal87

reflection/source ghost pairs in order to build up a more complete model of the depth dependence of Qp88

and Qs in the firn than has previously been possible.89

Field site and data acquisition90

Korff Ice Rise (KIR) is located in the Weddell Sea region of West Antarctica, surrounded by the Ronne91

Ice Shelf (Figure 1). The ice is 530 ˘ 5 m thick at the divide (the boundary between ice flow directions),92

with flow velocity ă 10 m/a (Kingslake and others, 2016, Brisbourne and others 2019). Previous authors93

have reported evidence of ice flow reorganisation from observations of Raymond arches (Kingslake and94

others, 2016) and ice fabric (Brisbourne and others, 2019). Brisbourne and others (2019) reported a95

crystal orientation fabric above 200 m depth consistent with current ice flow, but a fabric below 230 m96

depth instead consistent with previous ice flow from the south. KIR therefore may provide insights into97

the flow history of the ice in the Weddell sea region.98

Seismic data were acquired in January 2015 along a line parallel to the ice divide. To measure the P-99

and S-wave velocities at shallow depths, a line of vertically-oriented georods (Voigt and others, 2013) was100

deployed with offset intervals progressively increased: 2.5 m between offsets of 2.5 m and 25 m, 5 m to 50101

m and 10 m thereafter to a maximum offset of 980 m. A detonator was used as the seismic source, and102

2 s of data were recorded with a 16 kHz sampling rate. We use data recorded in this layout to invert for103

seismic velocities.104

For the P-wave attenuation measurements, we use data from a line of vertically oriented georods at 10105

m spacing, installed between 30 m and 1940 m offset, with a 150 g explosive source placed at the surface.106

To record shear motion for the S-wave attenuation measurements, georods were laid radially at intervals107

of 20 m between 30 m and 1930 m. A buried 600 g explosive source was used to produce shear waves108

(near-to-source P-to-S converted waves resulting from the nonuniform structure of shallow firn). These109

data were recorded with an 8 kHz sampling rate. Figure 2 shows aggregated shot gathers from vertical110

and radially oriented georods, with visible primary, multiple, ghost and diving wave phases. The survey111

layout used for each measurement is summarised in Table 1.112
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Fig. 1. Location of the field site (red star) on Korff Ice Rise in the Ronne Ice Shelf. Rutford and Institute ice

streams are marked, along with Berkner Island (BI). Inset shows the location within Antarctica. MODIS imagery

(Scambos and others, 2007) is overlain by MEaSUREs flow velocities (Rignot and others, 2011; Mouginot and others,

2012; Mouginot and others, 2017; Rignot and others, 2017), accessed through Quantarctica (Matsuoka and others,

2021).
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Fig. 2. Aggregated shot gathers in the a) vertical and b) radial directions, with automatic gain control applied

for inspection only. Primary reflections (PP, SS) and their surface ghost reflections (pPP, sSS) are clearly visible, as

well as multiples and their ghosts (PPPP, pPPPP), a converted wave reflection (PS), and the P and S diving waves.

Table 1. Summary of the survey layout used for each of the velocity and attenuation measurements.

Measurement Acquisition

Vp, Vs Expanding survey from 2.5 m to 980 m, detonator only at surface. 16 kHz sampling

(short offset refraction). Used to pick short offset (ă 100 m) travel times for Vs.

Qp diving-wave

spectral ratio method

(layer stripping)

10 m spread at 30 m - 710 m, 150 g surface shot. 16 kHz sampling (far offset

refraction).

Qp in uppermost firn

from source ghost

10 m spread at 30 m - 200 m, 150 g shot buried at 20 m depth. 8 kHz sampling

(reflection survey).

Qs layer stripping, Qs

in uppermost firn from

source ghost

20 m spread at 30 m - 950 m, 600 g shot buried at 20 m. 8 kHz sampling. Also used to

pick S-wave arrivals for WHI at ą 200 m, with a buried shot correction applied. Traces

up to 100 m used for source ghost measurement.
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Spectral ratio method113

Seismic attenuation is routinely measured using the spectral ratio method (Teng, 1968, Båth, 1974). Usu-114

ally the method measures the difference in frequency content of a propagating wavelet at different locations115

on an otherwise collinear path; we have used a modified method which takes advantage of the firn’s contin-116

uous velocity gradient and the resulting diving wave paths. The amplitude spectrum Spf, rq of a seismic117

wavelet of frequency f which has propagated a distance r with no transmission or reflection at interfaces118

is given by:119

Spf, rq “ S0pfqGprqe
´apfqr (1)

where S0pfq is the initial spectrum, Gprq describes geometric spreading and a is the attenuation rate,120

related to Q by a “ πf{Qv at frequency f and velocity v. The spectral ratio method compares the121

spectrum S1pfq of a wavelet to that of a second wavelet S2pfq, which travels for an additional time δt. The122

logarithmic ratio of the spectra is123

ln S2pfq

S1pfq
“
´πδt

Q
f ` constant (2)

Linear regression of the spectral ratio’s logarithm against frequency allows a measurement of Q to be124

made from the slope m “ ´πδt{Q (figure 3). We ignore non-physical negative Q results throughout, and125

consider these to be a result of poor signal-to-noise ratios resulting from problems with individual receiver126

coupling.127

Here we use the commonly adopted assumption that Q is independent of frequency (Kjartansson, 1979).128

Measured, or effective Q, is the sum of intrinsic and scattering contributions (O’Doherty and Anstey 1971,129

Schoenberger and Levin 1974). We assume a low-loss formulation and definition of Q (e.g. O’Connell and130

Budiansky, 1978; Toverud and Ursin, 2005) and a non-dispersive velocity (Kjartansson, 1979; Liner, 2012);131

we also assume that Q is isotropic. These simplifications are appropriate for the target in question.132

Layer stripping method133

For the purposes of this method, we represent the firn column as a sequence of layers of uniform Q; the134

stated quality factor for an individual quasi-layer describes the aggregated effect of attenuation over a135

defined vertical interval. Layer stripping is the name we give to the process by which the quality factor of136
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Fig. 3. Examples of logarithmic spectral ratio gradients of diving P waves for a layer in the firn between 25 and 40

m. xA and xB are the source-receiver offsets. The spectral ratios are linear within the chosen bandwidth of 200´450

Hz. Positive gradients, which imply the non-physical result of Q ă 0, are ignored, and assumed to result from poor

receiver coupling. Here, the receiver at 190 m offset consistently produces positive gradients and spectra from this

receiver would not be used in the final calculations.
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an individual quasi-layer in the firn is calculated. This combines spectral ratio measurements of wavelets137

passing through that layer with an evaluation of the cumulative attenuation through all overlying layers.138

The attenuation in the firn column is measured by considering spectral ratios of refracted diving waves139

(Hepburn, 2016; Alsuleiman, 2018; Crane and others, 2018), which are present due to the continuous140

velocity increase in the firn column. This method is combined with Wiechert-Herglotz inversion (WHI:141

Herglotz, 1907; Wiechert, 1910; Slichter, 1932). WHI is designed for seismic velocity profiles which increase142

smoothly and continuously with depth, assumes 1-D wave propagation, and has been widely described for143

application to firn velocity modelling (e.g. Kirchner and Bentley, 1990; Jarvis and King, 1993; King and144

Jarvis, 2007; Horgan and others, 2011; Schlegel and others, 2019; Hollmann and others, 2021). We follow145

the formulation of the WHI method due to Kirchner and Bentley (1990), and estimate uncertainties in146

P- and S-wave velocities by applying Gaussian perturbations to wavelet travel times before Wiechert-147

Herglotz inversion, repeating the process to obtain distributions of velocities as a function of depth. We148

then calculate the mean and standard deviation of the output distributions to obtain velocity-depth curves149

for ray tracing. Poisson’s ratio, σ, is calculated from the P- and S-wave velocities, Vp and Vs, using the150

equation151

σ “
V 2
p ´ 2V 2

s

2pV 2
p ´ V

2
s q

(3)

Figure 4(a) shows diving waves A and B arriving at receivers R1 and R2, having passed through152

different portions of the firn column. We trace these rays to find their depths of maximum penetration,153

and interpret layers of uniform Q between these depths, discretising what we assume to be a gradual change154

in attenuative properties with depth as the firn compacts. The attenuated time t˚, defined as t˚ “ t{Q, is155

cumulative along each ray (Carpenter, 1966); i.e. for a ray which travels through n layers:156

t˚ray “
n
ÿ

i“1
t˚i “

n
ÿ

i“1

ti
Qi

(4)

where ti is the time a ray spends in layer i, and Qi is the quality factor in that layer. A wavelet’s157

attenuated time is not measured directly; however, the difference in t˚ between two wavelets, δt˚, can158

be measured from their spectral ratio gradient m, via the relation m “ ´πδt˚. Ray-tracing is used to159

determine the time each ray spends in each layer; combined with the measured spectral ratio gradients,160

this is used to calculate Q in each successive layer. Qn in layer n is calculated using the spectral ratio161
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gradient of two rays A and B, which penetrate to the bottom of layers n´ 1 and n, respectively:162

Qn “ tBn {

„

´π

mB,A
`

n´1
ÿ

i“1

tAi ´ t
B
i

Qi



(5)

Here, the superscripts denote the ray and the subscripts denote the layer; i.e., Qn is the quality factor in163

layer n, tAi is the time ray A spends in layer i, and mB,A is the gradient of the spectral ratio SBpfq{SApfq.164

A derivation of this equation is given in the appendix.165

It is apparent from equation (5) that the calculation of Q in each successive layer depends on the166

calculation of Q in all of the shallower layers. For this reason we refer to the method as ‘layer stripping’.167

This method requires Q in the uppermost layer to be known before the others can be calculated; we measure168

this using the first multiple bed reflection and its source ghost, described below.169

In principle, an attenuation-depth profile as smooth as the velocity-depth profile could be constructed170

using each successive offset pair; however, in practice, a vertical interval must be thick and/or attenuative171

enough that its Q contribution is detectable above noise. To obtain more robust results, we use clusters172

of adjacent traces which penetrate near to the depth of our defined layers (figure 4(a)). We select traces173

which have a good signal-to-noise ratio, and which produce stable spectral ratio gradients for a range of174

bandwidths, over which the spectral ratio gradient is constant and the spectra are free from notches caused175

by destructive interference. We then choose a bandwidth based on inspection of individual spectra. Stable176

spectra were observed over the frequency ranges listed in table 2; the spectral ratios were measured over177

these bandwidths.178

We construct a 5-layer Qp model based on available stable spectra with sufficiently large offset differ-179

ences for a reliable Qp measurement to be made. Due to the larger spacing between radial georods, and180

consequently the reduced number of available traces with stable spectra, we construct a 3-layer Qs model.181

Source ghost and multiple measurements182

Qpzq profiles output from layer stripping reveal relative variations, and evaluating absolute values requires183

Q in the shallowest layer to be constrained. Our data were acquired with a buried shot (20 m depth) and184

hence contain a source ghost. Figure 4b shows the ray paths of the primary bed reflection and its normal185

incidence source ghost (we take rays with incidence angles ă 10o as normal, following Smith, 2007), which186

we use to calculate Qs at the surface, assuming a shallowest layer of 20 m thickness which corresponds187

to the source depth. The spectral ratio gradient m for these two wavelets can be used with the equation188
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Fig. 4. a) Diving waves travelling between source S and receivers R1, R2. We define layers of constant Q as shown.

From the 6 rays shown, we calculate all 9 combinations of spectral ratios and their associated 1/Q, before averaging

to obtain a more robust 1/Q measurement. We take the bottoming depth of the deepest ray in a group to be the layer

boundary. b) The spectral ratio of the primary reflection (dotted, PP or SS) and surface ghost (solid, pPP or sSS) is

used to calculate Q in the uppermost layer. c) The 1st multiple (dotted, PPPP) and 2nd multiple (solid, PPPPPP)

are used to independently measure effective Q across the glacier’s entire depth. Note that this is schematic, and b)

and c) do not show refraction of ray paths due to the firn’s velocity gradient.
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Table 2. Frequency ranges used for each spectral ratio measurement

Measurement Frequency range (Hz)

Qp layer stripping 200 - 450

Qs layer stripping 100 - 350

Qp in uppermost layer (source ghost) 200 - 450

Qs in uppermost layer (source ghost) 100 - 250

Qp from critical refraction 200 - 450

Qs from critical refraction 200 - 450

Qp from first and second multiples 100 - 350

Q “ ´πδt{m to calculate Q. In the P-wave record, amplitudes of the basal reflection are clipped at near-189

normal incidence so Qp is instead calculated from the spectral ratio of the first multiple (figure 4c, dashed190

line) and its ghost.191

Stochastic error analysis192

To estimate the propagation of errors through the layer stripping measurement, we implement a stochastic193

framework of error analysis. After Qi is calculated for layer i, a Gaussian perturbation is applied to 1{Qi194

consistent with the uncertainty on the spectral ratio slope, and this perturbed Qi is used to calculate the195

Qi`1 of the next layer. We repeat this process 10,000 times to obtain a large number of credible models196

to analyse statistically. In order to ensure that each generated Qpzq model is physically plausible, we197

assume two conditions, and accept only models which satisfy these. We require that Q increases with198

depth (i.e., Qi`1 ą Qi), and that Q ą 0 always. We assume that the uncertainty is dominated by the199

spectral ratios, and that the uncertainty from the travel-time measurement is comparatively small. While200

these assumptions do not allow all theoretically possible results, we consider them necessary in order to201

obtain a large enough number of usable models from which statistics can be robustly calculated, given202

our computational constraints. All statistics are computed from distributions of the quantity ρ “ 1{Q,203

and results and uncertainties are quoted as the mean and standard deviation of the output distributions.204

The uncertainty in Q is then derived from εQ “ ερ{ρ
2, where εQ is the error in Q and ερ is the error in ρ205

(Topping, 1972).206
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Fig. 5. a) Results from Wiechert-Herglotz inversion, showing the depth-dependence of seismic P-wave (blue solid

line) and S-wave (red dashed line) velocity. b) Poisson’s ratio as a function of depth in the firn column. Shaded areas

indicate uncertainties.

RESULTS207

WHI yields velocity-depth models as shown in figure 5a. The P- wave velocity increases with depth from208

1200 ˘ 340 m/s at 1 m depth to 3779 ˘ 30 m/s at 90 m depth. Vs increases from 517 ˘ 76 m/s at 1 m209

depth to 1891 ˘ 40 m/s at 66 m depth. For our Poisson’s ratio calculations, we assume that Vs does not210

increase further with depth. We see a maximum of Poisson’s ratio of 0.39`0.05
´0.1 at 3 m, and a decrease to211

0.29`0.03
´0.04 at 34 m, followed by a further increase to 0.330˘ 0.01 at 90 m.212

From the first multiple/ghost measurement, we find Qp “ 21 ˘ 12 and Qs “ 19 ˘ 16 for the upper 20213

m of the firn. The results of our layered-model computation in combination with stochastic error analysis214

are shown in figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows Qp increasing to 167˘ 96 between 55 and 77 m depth, while215

Qs increases to 100˘ 87 between 49 m and 64 m depth. Tables 3 and 4 show the results for intermediate216

depths for Qp and Qs, respectively.217
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Fig. 6. a) Mean of 1/Qp versus depth for a five-layer model. Shaded area represents the standard deviation of

sampled models. b) Qp model resulting from statistical analysis of 1/Qp data.

Fig. 7. Qs results. a) Mean 1/Qs for each layer with standard deviation shaded. b) Qs model resulting from 1/Qs

calculations.
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Table 3. Qp model, shown in figure 6(b)

Depth (m) Qp

0-27 20˘ 10

27-41 38˘ 17

41-55 59˘ 32

55-77 167˘ 96

77-86 423˘ 260

Table 4. Qs model, shown in figure 7(b)

Depth (m) Qs

0-33 16˘ 9

33-49 35˘ 23

49-64 100˘ 87
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DISCUSSION218

We have shown an effective method of deriving the velocity and attenuation profiles through firn and ice,219

including a robust evaluation of uncertainties.220

Our measurements of seismic velocity and Poisson’s ratio are consistent with recent measurements by221

Schlegel and others (2019) and Kulessa and others (2019), which show Vp continuing to increase beyond222

the depth of maximum Vs. We observe a maximum in Poisson’s ratio at „ 3 m, which is potentially related223

to the change in densification mechanism from grain reorganisation to recrystallisation. The minimum224

Poisson’s ratio we observe occurs at „ 34 m, which is close to the pore close-off depth of 46 ˘ 1 m225

calculated from the empirical Vp-density relationship by Kohnen (1972). However, these measurements are226

inconsistent with those of Kirchner and Bentley (1979), King and Jarvis (1997), and Sayers (2021); further227

measurements are needed to more fully understand links between firn densification processes and its elastic228

properties. Due to the large uncertainties and broad geographical (climatological) spread of these studies229

we do not investigate features in this curve any further.230

To validate the layer stripping approach to calculating Q, we can compare results with an independent231

measurement from critically refracted waves. Critical refractions occur at the point at which seismic232

velocity stops increasing. At this depth, Q can be straightforwardly measured using the log spectral ratio233

of two critically refracted arrivals and Q “ ´πδt{m. Using this method gives Qp “ 458 ˘ 240 at 90 ˘ 14234

m and Qs “ 81 ˘ 50 at 66 ˘ 29 m. Comparison with Qp and Qs obtained from layer stripping at similar235

depths (figs. 6 and 7) shows consistency between the two methods.236

We observe Qp and Qs to be similar in the uppermost portions of the firn column. The similarity237

in shallow firn (Qp{Qs “ 1.25 ˘ 2 in the uppermost „ 30 m) contrasts with the earlier measurement of238

Qp{Qs “ 3 in ice (Clee and others, 1969), highlighting the need for more detailed characterisation of firn’s239

seismic properties. Our method works only to the depth of critical refraction, so it is not possible to say240

whether Qs continues increasing as Qp does to „ 90 m.241

Qp is commonly measured using methods based on the spectral ratio of primary reflections and their242

corresponding multiples (e.g. Booth and others, 2012). In our P-wave record, the primary reflection is243

clipped at close to normal incidence, so we use the spectral ratios of normal incidence first and second244

multiples (Figure 4(c)). This gives the effective Q through the whole glacier, including the firn and its245

underlying ice. The signal-to-noise ratio of S-wave multiples was not sufficient to repeat this for Qs.246
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Measured using this method, the effective Qp from surface to bed is Qp “ 234 ˘ 160. For a normal247

incidence reflection, our layered Q model has an effective Qp of 127 ˘ 67, assuming that Qp does not248

increase below the firn column. These measurements show some spread, but given the large uncertainty249

on the multiple-based measurement, we consider them to be consistent with one another.250

A key motivation for measuring Q in the firn is the need to compensate for Q losses when the amplitude251

of seismic waves is of interest, for example when using amplitude-versus-offset (AVO) analysis to identify252

a subglacial material (e.g. Peters and others, 2008, Booth and others, 2012). We highlight the significance253

of our approach by considering what difference a layered Q model would make to an AVO measurement254

versus a model which assumes a uniform Q throughout the whole glacier. We do this by producing a255

synthetic AVO gather of a reflection from 530 m thick ice over bedrock, dominant frequency 200 Hz, which256

incorporates our detailed firn-Q model and velocity model. We then pick the amplitudes, and recalculate257

the bed reflection coefficient using a) our detailed Q model, assuming that Q is uniform from our deepest258

measurement to the glacier bed, and b) the assumption that Q “ 127 everywhere. The value Q “ 127 is259

chosen to ensure that the attenuated time t˚ is the same at normal incidence for both Q models. This260

means that any differences observed in the corrected bed reflectivities arise from the use of a different261

model to correct for attenuation losses, and not from measurement errors, as would be the case if we had262

used a measurement from multiples, for example. Figure 8(a) shows the angular dependence of the applied263

attenuative correction, exppπft˚q, and figure 8(b) shows the two corrected reflectivity curves. At small264

incidence angles, the difference is very small compared with typical signal-to-noise ratios (and by definition265

of t˚, zero at normal incidence), so the uniform-Q assumption is appropriate for short survey geometries.266

However at large incidence angles, using the uniform-Q method would under-correct the amplitudes (by a267

factor of „ 2 at 60o). For this reason we consider correction with a layered firn Q model to be preferable268

for very long-offset surveys (where incidence angles ą 50o).269

There are other circumstances in which it would be preferable to choose a layer stripping measurement270

over a multiple-based one. First, for seismic experiments studying the firn itself, a measurement of Q271

in the firn is necessary, as clearly it is not valid to assume that Q at shallow depths is the same as the272

effective Q that would be measured using multiples. Second, thin layering at the ice-bed interface (Booth273

and others, 2012) can cause interference effects which change the apparent amplitudes of the multiples,274

making a multiple-based measurement inappropriate. Third, multiples are not always clearly visible in a275

seismic dataset (e.g. Dow and others, 2013; Muto and others, 2019); in such a case Qpzq would need to be276
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Fig. 8. a) Angular dependence of the attenuative correction applied when correcting synthetic amplitude-versus-

offset (AVO) data for geometric spreading and attenuation losses, for a layered Q model (solid blue line), and a

uniform-Q assumption (dashed black line). b) Bed reflectivities obtained from synthetic data simulating a P-wave

reflection from an ice-bedrock interface. Data are not corrected for synthetic source amplitude and the y-axis is

consequently multiplied by a constant. At close to normal incidence, the difference is small, but at 60 degree

incidence, there is a factor of „ 2 difference between the corrected AVO curves.
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estimated by layer stripping.277

The uncertainty in Qpzq comes mainly from the uncertainty in the spectral ratio gradients. In future,278

particular care should be taken to ensure consistently excellent receiver coupling if a good measurement of279

Q is to be obtained.280

Our method has potential for improvement. A more detailed model could be produced if more closely281

spaced, or even all, traces were used, resulting in a model with very thin layers and providing a truer rep-282

resentation of the continuous nature of firn transformation; however, this would require an extremely good283

signal-to-noise ratio that was not achieved with our dataset. We can make a number of recommendations284

for acquisition based on the obtained Qpzq profiles for P- and S-waves. First, we recommend a maximum285

receiver spacing of 10 m. The 20 m spacing used here for the calculation of Qs limits the number of286

traces with a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio which record (non-critical) diving wave paths. Second,287

we recommend the use of a dedicated S-wave source (e.g. King and Jarvis, 2007). This would minimise288

P-wave contamination of observed S-waves. Here, we used a more powerful source to ensure a measurable289

amplitude of at-source P-to-S converted waves, which resulted in a large degree of clipping at near-offsets,290

again limiting the number of usable traces, and requiring the assumption of a uniform Qs down to the291

maximum penetration depth of the nearest-offset non-clipped diving wave (33 m). We had to make the292

same assumption for Qp; however due to the smaller distance between receivers, we were able to assume293

a uniform Qp to 27 m. A dedicated S-wave source would not need to be as powerful, reducing clipping294

and allowing greater detail in the Qs profile to be observed. However, the main factor limiting our Qs295

measurement is the reduced depth penetration of diving S-waves at this site when compared with diving296

P-waves. In future, the layer stripping method could be combined with multiple-based measurements or297

those relying on englacial reflections (e.g., Peters and others, 2012) in order to build up a more comprehen-298

sive englacial Q-profile; this could be supplemented by a dedicated microspread to resolve detail at very299

shallow depths (e.g. Gusmeroli and others, 2010).300

CONCLUSIONS301

We have demonstrated a novel application of the spectral ratio method for the measurement of the seismic302

quality factor Q in firn, and then applied this method to data from Korff Ice Rise in West Antarctica. We303

have therefore been able to resolve the attenuative structure of firn in greater detail than has previously304

been possible; furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, we have made the first measurement of the305
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shear-wave quality factor in firn. Our results show Qp increasing from 20˘ 10 at the surface to 423˘ 260306

between 77 and 86 m depth, while Qs increases from 16 ˘ 9 near the surface to 100 ˘ 87 between 49 and307

64 m depth. Our results are consistent with measurements made independently using critically refracted308

waves. The uncertainty on the spectral ratio gradient dominates over other contributions, showing that309

(as is typical of seismic attenuation measurements) an excellent signal-to-noise ratio is essential if this310

method is to be used. In addition to this, we have measured the compressional- and shear-wave seismic311

velocities and Poisson’s ratio. Our results provide a fuller characterisation of firn’s seismic properties than312

has previously been possible, and our methods will aid future seismic investigations of glaciological targets.313
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APPENDIX457

This is a derivation of Equation 5 seen in the text. Here superscripts denote rays, and subscripts denote458

quasi-layers in the firn; e.g. tB2 is the time ray B spends in layer 2, and Q2 is the quality factor in that459

layer. mB, A is the gradient obtained from the logarithm of the spectral ratio SBpfq{SBpAq, where SBpfq460

is the spectrum of a wavelet following the path of ray B, and SApfq is the spectrum of a wavelet following461

the path of ray A. Figure 4a shows two rays A and B, which reach the bottom of firn quasi-layers 1 and462

2, with quality factors Q1 and Q2, respectively. These rays would be used to calculate Q in the interval463

between their maximum penetration depths, i.e. Q2. The difference in their attenuated times is:464

t˚B,A “ t˚B ´ t˚A

“

ˆ

tB1
Q1

`
tB2
Q2

˙

´
tA1
Q1

. (A.1)

Assuming Q1 is known, rearranging for Q2 gives:465

Q2 “ tB2

N„

t˚B,A `
tA1 ´ t

B
1

Q1



“ tB2

N„

´π

mB,A
`
tA1 ´ t

B
1

Q1



, (A.2)

from substitution of m “ ´πδt{Q. Consider a ray C which penetrates to the base of a third layer; by466

a similar argument,467
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Q3 “ tC3

N„

´π

mC,B
`
tB1 ´ t

C
1

Q1
`
tB2 ´ t

C
2

Q2



(A.3)

To calculate Qn in an arbitrary layer n, we would use the spectral ratio gradient calculated from two468

rays X and Y, one of which (Y) has penetrated to the base of layer n, and one of which (X) has penetrated469

to the base of layer n´ 1. By extension of equation (A.3), Qn is:470

Qn “ tYn

N„

´π

mY,X
`

n´1
ÿ

i“1

tXi ´ t
Y
i

Qi



. (A.4)
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